Hi there, esctatic that our works
lead you here!
We are collective of young passionate people intrique by
artistic and creative disposition. Our works mainly consist of
weddings, couple and cinematography. Aspired by natural
interaction to seize your memorable moments forever.

Island of God
One of the most favorite destination for wedding, Bali.
An intimate wedding on the island always excite us, now
even more reachable with this special presentation for you
and your Bali’s wedding celebration.

Bali Wedding Special
DETAILS

16 Hours coverage
1 Framed canvas print | Size 100 x 70 cm
200 Edited photos, full retouch
USB contain edited high-res photos, non-edited photos and final edited film
2 - 3 minutes trailer/same day edit (availability depends on the rundown)
10 - 15 minutes highlight film
Include air fare ticket for crew
Transportation and accomodation for crew

PRICE

by Michael Omar + Felix Leander
IDR

67

IDR

by Michael Omar + Dody Lim
IDR

71
74

IDR

71

88

Add on video H-1 day
(1 look at sunset)

by Ricky Mueller + Dody Lim
IDR

85

by Lucas Edo + Clayton B
IDR

by Ricky Mueller + Felix Leander

81

by Lucas Edo + Dody Lim
IDR

by Michael Omar + Clayton B
IDR

by Lucas Edo + Felix Leander

IDR

5

75

by Ricky Mueller + Clayton B
IDR

(1)

78

All prices are in million rupiah.

(2)

Prices exclude meals, entree fee and other unplanned costs.

need approximately 5-6 hours to create the same day edit.

(4)

(3)We

This package exclude prewedding video.

Total crew subject to total pax of the invitees and venue coverage.

(5)

A Notable Tribute
For those who long for a casual indoor session or those who
need a documentation for a engagement or any other halfday needs, we present you these special tribute.
The one not to be missed.

Indoor Session
DETAILS

4 hours studio photoshoot session
Max 3 looks
1 Framed canvas print | Size 90 x 60 cm
50 Edited photos
USB contain edited high-res photos
USB contain non edited photos
Photo loop

PRICE

by Michael Omar
IDR

10

by Ricky Mueller
IDR

14

by Lucas Edo
IDR

(1)

18

All prices are in million rupiah.

unplanned costs.

(3)

(2)

Prices exclude meals, accomodation fee, entree fee and other

Location based on discussion with our marketing.

Engagement Package
DETAILS

6 hours coverage
1 Photographer / 1 cinematographer
80 Edited photos
1 - 1.30 minute highlight film
USB contain edited high-res photos, non-edited photos
USB contain final edited film
Photo loop

PRICE

Photo by Team
IDR

9

Video by Team
IDR

(1)

9

All prices are in million rupiah.

unplanned costs.

(4)

(2)

Prices exclude meals, accomodation fee, entree fee and other

For Engagement package with our main photographer please contact our marketing

for a different price details.

Together
We believe that together is a beautiful place to be and
hand-in-hand we can create wonderful things. Every
moment matters, let us cross path and seize your special
connection through portraits and films.

Prewedding
DETAILS

2 Days prewedding photoshoot
8 hours and 3 looks per day
Style moodboard

1 Photographer
2 Framed canvas print | Size 90 x 60 cm
120 Edited photos
USB contain edited high-res photos, non-edited photos
Photo loop

1 Cinematographer
2 - 3 minutes film
USB contain final edited film

PHOTO

VIDEO

by Michael Omar

by Felix Leander

IDR

22

IDR

by Ricky Mueller
IDR

by Dody Lim

25

IDR

by Lucas Edo
IDR

(1)

unplanned costs.

23

by Clayton Bagaskara

35

All prices are in million rupiah.

18

IDR

(2)

25

Prices exclude meals, accomodation fee, entree fee and other

Wedding
DETAILS

16 hours coverage

3 Photographer (Main, + 2 Shooter)
1 Framed canvas print | Size 100 x 70 cm
200 Edited photos
USB contain edited high-res photos, non-edited photos

3 Cinematographers (Main + 2 Shooter)
2 - 3 minutes trailer/same day edit
10 - 15 minutes highlight film
USB contain final edited film

PHOTO

VIDEO

by Michael Omar

by Felix Leander

IDR

25

IDR

by Ricky Mueller
IDR

by Dody Lim

29

IDR

by Lucas Edo
IDR

(1)

unplanned costs.

IDR

(3)

26

by Clayton Bagaskara

39

All prices are in million rupiah.

22

(2)

29

Prices exclude meals, accomodation fee, entree fee and other

Extra fee for Wedding documentation outside Jakarta for IDR 4+4 mio may apply.

We need approximately 5-6 hours to create the same day edit.

(4)

Hassle-free
Tailored specially to accomodate the most important day
of your life, hassle-free. Let us ease you from the get go,
through prewedding photos and cinematography up to
the big day documentation and same day edit film in one
extensive set.

Wedding Package
DETAILS
16 hours coverage
3 Photographer (Main, + 2 Shooter)
3 Cinematographers (Main, + 2 Shooter)
2 - 3 minutes trailer/same day edit | 10 - 15 minutes highlight film
USB contain final edited film
1 Framed canvas print | Size 100 x 70 cm
200 Edited photos
USB contain edited high-res photos, non-edited photos

PRICE

by Michael Omar + Felix Leander
IDR

45

IDR

by Michael Omar + Dody Lim
IDR

50
52

59

by Lucas Edo + Dody Lim
IDR

by Michael Omar + Clayton B
IDR

by Lucas Edo + Felix Leander

61

by Lucas Edo + Clayton B
IDR

66

by Ricky Mueller + Felix Leander
IDR

49

by Ricky Mueller + Dody Lim
IDR

54

by Ricky Mueller + Clayton B
IDR

(1)

56

All prices are in million rupiah.

unplanned costs.

(3)

(2)

Prices exclude meals, accomodation fee, entree fee and other

Extra fee for Wedding documentation outside Jakarta for IDR 8 mio may apply.

need approximately 5-6 hours to create the same day edit.

(4)

We

Full Package
DETAILS

2 Days prewedding photoshoot
8 hours and 3 looks per day
2 Framed canvas print | Size 90 x 60 cm
120 Edited photos
USB contain edited high-res photos, non-edited photos
Prewedding makeup by VA Associate
Style moodboard
Wedding photo and video documentation
16 hours coverage
3 Photographer (Main, + 2 Shooter)
3 Cinematographers (Main + 2 Shooter)
1 Framed canvas print | Size 100 x 70 cm
200 Edited photos
2 - 3 minutes trailer/same day edit | 10 - 15 minutes highlight film
USB contain edited high-res photos, non-edited photos
USB contain final edited film

PRICE

by Michael Omar + Felix Leander
IDR

68

IDR

by Michael Omar + Dody Lim
IDR

72
75

93

by Lucas Edo + Dody Lim
IDR

by Michael Omar + Clayton B
IDR

by Lucas Edo + Felix Leander

97

by Lucas Edo + Clayton B
IDR

100

by Ricky Mueller + Felix Leander
IDR

75

by Ricky Mueller + Dody Lim
IDR

79

by Ricky Mueller + Clayton B
IDR

(1)

82

All prices are in million rupiah.

unplanned costs.

(3)

(2)

Prices exclude meals, accomodation fee, entree fee and other

Extra fee for Wedding documentation outside Jakarta for IDR 8 mio may apply.

need approximately 5-6 hours to create the same day edit.

(4)

We

Going Extra
Upon your request, allow us to assist you further in
completing the overall essentials on visualizing your
big day. This is us, going the extra miles to make sure
everything is as wonderful as your visions are.

Add-ons
DETAILS

PRICE

Jimmy Jib + Switcher + Operator

IDR

Live Cam + Switcher + Operator
Projector 7000 lumens + Screen
Projector 10000 lumens + Screen
Mini Studio with Panel
Mini Studio with Fabric
Drone
Basic Album
Extra Photographer

(1)

All prices are in million rupiah.

unplanned costs.

(2)

8.5
IDR 6.5
IDR 6.5
IDR 8.5
IDR 8
IDR 7
IDR 3
IDR 3.5
IDR 3.5

Prices exclude crew meals, accomodation fee, entree fee and other

Thank you!
Regardless of whether we come along for the ride or not,
we believe that it is not a coincidence for you to discover
our works. We’re humbled that we’re able to witness some
of the most heartwarming stories by far. Maybe if we’re
lucky enough, we can be part of your story soon.
Gratitude.

e. talk@morden.co
p. +62 817 8777 90 (Silvia)
+62 812 8641 6025 (Victor)
www.morden.co

